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Benedikt Jahnel TRIO: Techrider


Please note: If the band is on tour in Germany they might travel with
equipment. Please call to verify: 0179-5332256


PA:
A professional PA system suitable for the room with engineer.


Monitoring:
Three monitors with three separately adjustable monitor ways will be needed.


1. Pianist:
- 1 grand piano well tuned! As long as possible.
- Tuning: The piano does not need to be tuned to a certain frequency (i.e. 440, 442
...), rather it has to be tuned so it holds the tuning as long as possible
- 2 high quality* microphones ( if possible U87  or TLM 170 or TLM 103 )
- 1 monitor
- 1 Announcement microphone with stand
*The optimal microphoning depends very much on the room. The pianist has made
bad experiences with Boundary-microphones (but even those are in rare situations
the best choice). Generally the pianist will need two microphones. Big-membrane
sounds often nice but also small-membrane.







2. Double-Bassist:
- 1 stuhl
- 1 high quality 4 string acoustic Jazz-double bass  (size: 3/4) with pickup, String
length: 105cm. aprox.
- String heighth at the end of the finger board between 6-10mm
- 1 bass amplifier. Speakers: 1x10", 1x12" or 1x15". Brands: Ampeg, Hartke, Gallien
Krueger, EBS, SWR or Mark Bass.
- 1 condenser mic for the instrument (not for the amplifier). Ex. DPA 4099 or similar.
- 1 monitor
- 1 music stand with light
- Distributor socket near the bass-Amp


3. Drummer:


- 1 high quality Jazz-drum set best would be an old Gretsch, Premier,
Yamaha or Sonor (The drummer will not use a Pearl Export)


- Drum set details:
Bass drum: 18”or 16“not muffled!! (no blanket, pillow, foamed material, etc.)


 2 toms: 12“ tom and 14“ floor tom (floor tom not bigger than 14!)
snare 14“
Complete hardware with 3 cymbal stands (with gallows) and a drum stool,
hihat stand, snare stand, food pedal,
1 Chair or small low table for percussions
1 drum carpet
Coats: if possible not new! "white coated“ if possible Remo Ambassador


- Depending on the room, it can be nice with only 2 overheads (Schoeps MK4 /
KM184). In a bigger room  additional:


1 bass drum MIc
1 Snare Mic
1 Rack Tom Mic
1 Floortom Mic


- 1 monitor
- 1 music stand with light
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